A Cultural Publication for Puerto Ricans
Our readers, most of which are descendants of Puerto Ricans trying to
get back to their roots, often ask about the use of the term “Boricua.”
Boricua is simply a word derived from the Taíno island name of
borikén. It is not known if Taínos used the term “boricua,” probably
not. So, “boricua” is a term derived from the original island name of
borikén and is most likely a Spanish concoction. Today Puerto Ricans
have "romanticized" the term "boricua." So to be called “boricua” is an
honor, it reminds us of our heritage, it makes us proud of our history.
Other names used referring to being Puerto Rican are boricanos and
borinqueños.
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Pavochón, an lechón inspired recipe, that developed through out the
years in an attempt to make the Thankgiving bird taste a bit more
familiar and delicious. Purely Puerto Rican!
The turkey is native to the Americas. The large bird was domesticated
by natives in the Americas and used for food and for their feathers,
which were used in ceremonies, ornaments, and ceremonial robes. Even
though Puerto Ricans did not traditionally celebrate ‘Thanksgiving,’
islanders and Taínos had been eating turkey since their arrival on the
islands of the Caribbean. We season it our way and often on a spit out en
la isla or inland.
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Ivonne Figueroa
Executive Editor & Gen. Mgr.
Anna María Vélez de Blas, Chef
Recipe Tester and Writer

November 11th
Veteran’s Day
He was getting old and paunchy, and his hair was falling fast
And he sat around telling stories of the past,
Of a war that he fought in and the deeds that he had done
In his exploits with his buddies; they were heroes, everyone.
And although sometimes to his neighbors, his tales became a joke,
ALL his buddies listened, for they knew whereof he spoke.

Jaime Garibay Rivera, PhD
Jaime in the Kitchen, Food Blog

Guillermo ‘Don Guillo’ Andares, PhD
Gardening Tips for Puerto Ricans

Elena Cintrón Colón
Primos Editor

Diego Matos Dupree
Tavernero

Joe Román Santos
Travel Editor

Lisa Santiago Brochu, Chef
Restaurant Reviews

4 Important Events in Puerto Rican History

Luisa Yaliz Alaniz Cintrón, MD
Guest Writer








The Discovery of Puerto Rico by
Christopher Columbus on November 19,
1493
The arrival of American Troops on July
25, 1898, and the signing of the Treaty of
Paris
The signing of the Jones Act on March 2,
1917
The institution of the Constitution of
Puerto Rico and Commonwealth status
on July 25, 1952

EL BORICUA is a monthly cultural publication,
established in 1995, that is Puerto Rican owned and
operated. We are NOT sponsored by any club or
organization. Our goal is to present and promote our
"treasure" which is our Cultural Identity - “the Puerto
Rican experience.” EL BORICUA is presented in
English and is dedicated to the descendants of Puerto
Ricans wherever they may be.

Betty Nieves-Ilyas
Guest Writer

Sally Rubio Canales
Guest Writer

Support Staff
Fernando Alemán Jr - Web Consultant
José Rubén de Castro -Photo Editor
María Yisel Mateo Ortiz -Development

Special Thanks to . . .
Tayna Miranda Zayas of MarkNetGroup.com

There are three Puerto Rico's you need to learn
about; the old, the new and the natural. Learn about
our little terruño. Subscribe to EL BORICUA, a
monthly cultural publication for Puerto Ricans.
http://www.elboricua.com/subscribenow.html
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On July 1, 1899, “The Puerto Rico Regiment of
Infantry, United States Army” was created. On July
1, 1901 Lieutenant Colonel James Anderson
Buchanan commanded the regiment. He was later
promoted to Colonel on July 21, 1902 and to
Brigadier General in 1905. Buchanan served in
Puerto Rico from 1898 to 1903. The military
installation, Fort Buchanan, was named after
Brigadier General James A.

Fort Buchanan
Guaynabo, Puerto Rico
In 1903, the first Puerto Rican U.S. Army unit was established (the Puerto Rico
Regiment) under the command of LTC James A. Buchanan. "Camp Buchanan" was
established in 1923. It was originally located on a 300 acre tract of land some six
miles south of San Juan Bay. From 1926 to 1930 Camp Buchanan was used as a
maneuver training area and range by the Regular Army, by the National Guard
troops, and as a Citizen Military Training Camp. In May 1940 it was designated as
Fort Buchanan and expanded to 1,514 acres initially, later to 4,500 acres. Permanent
facilities were constructed.

Buchanan, the first commander of the Puerto Rico
Regiment, located in the Metropolitan area of San
Juan, Ft Buchanan’s mission is “to provide soldiers,
civilians and their families with a quality of life
commensurate with the quality of their service.” Its
vision statement “Home Away From Home” is to
be the most desired Military Community in which
to live, work and play.

During World War II, Fort Buchanan housed a depot supplying the Army Antilles
Department. It also processed local troops through its replacement center. After
World War II, the post was gradually reduced in size to its present 476 acres. The
post continued to be used throughout the Korean War as a supply and replacement
depot.
Until closure as an Army post in 1966, it remained a Command Depot with post
facilities, a personnel center, and a special training center. With the deactivation of
the Antilles Command on December 31, 1966, Fort Buchanan came under U.S.
Navy control. A detachment of approximately 100 personnel remained as a residual
element designated at U.S. Army Command Group and placed under command of
the U.S. Army Forces Southern Command in Panama, this element consisted of a
small command group and support detachment, Rodríguez U.S. Army Hospital
(Inactivated in 1971), and advisory groups for the U.S. Army Reserve, the national
Guard and the ROTC. While not organic to the command, an Armed Forced
Examining and Entrance Station and Intelligence Corps Detachment (inactivated in
1971) also received support from the command.
In December 1971, Fort Buchanan returned to U.S. Army control under the Third
Army. It continued to support the Army Reserve, including support of seven Army
Reserve Centers throughout Puerto Rico. It became host to a number of tenant
activities of the Reserve components, Navy, Coast Guard, Air Force and several
non-military federal agencies.
On July 1, 1973 as a result of Army reorganization, the TUSA-PR was redesignated
as U.S. Army Garrison, Fort Buchanan under direct control of HQ FORCSOM.
Initially the Commander, USAG, commanded the Senior Army Advisors to the
USAR and NG elements in Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands, the Readiness
Group, and USAR.
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‘Estar como8External
jamón de sandwich,’
refers to be in the
middle of a bad situation, two opposing sides or
conflict, where it is difficult to escape from. Sort of
like being between a rock and a hard place.

Refrán . . .
No cambies oro por cobre. Advice on being
appreciative of what you have.

Today, Fort Buchanan is the only active Army Post in the Caribbean Basin area. It
continues to support the reserve components and active component soldiers in
Puerto Rico and U.S. Virgin Islands as a power projection platform to mobilize the
nation's only fully bilingual and bicultural force, a definite asset for DoD relations
with central and South America. Its principal mission is the mobilization, readiness
and actual deployment of some 15,000 reserve Component soldiers in Puerto Rico
and the U.S. Virgin Islands. The installation also provides support to DoD
operations in the Caribbean area (e.g. Operation Restore Democracy).

http://www.elboricua.com/CCNOW_Calderos.html

BORICUA . . .

Mi Puerto Rico
Joe Roman Santos, Editor
Joe is a schoolteacher in Houston and spends most of his holidays & summers in Puerto Rico.

is a powerful word.
It is our history,
it is our cultural affirmation,
it is a declaration,
it is a term of endearment,
it is poetic . . .
......
it is us.
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Columbus journal . . . ‘Some of them paint themselves
black (and they are the color of the Canary Islanders, neither
black or white), and some paint themselves white, and
others red and others with what they have. Some paint their
faces, others the whole body, others the eyes only, others
only the nose.’
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Herman Badillo
Herman Badillo called himself "The first Puerto Rican everything,"
because in many respects he was.
Herman was determined to help Puerto Ricans and others living in
poverty to uplift themselves and to share in the American Dream.
Active in politics from 1962 to 2001, for 40 years he was the most
powerful Latino voice in New York politics.
Among his Puerto Rican firsts, Herman was elected to the U.S.
Congress, became a New York City Commissioner, Bronx Borough
President, Deputy City Mayor and Chairman of the Board of Trustees
of the City University of New York (CUNY).

Adopt a Senior

While Board Chairman of CUNY (1999 - 2001), he reinstituted high
academic standards that had been sharply reduced over the prior 30
years, because many Puerto Ricans and other minority students were
not otherwise qualified to enter and study in the university. Herman
felt lowering academic standards was insulting and racist for students
of any color could succeed if motivated to do so.
He believed his own life was an excellent example: Herman was born
in Puerto Rico, an only child. By the time he was just five years old,
both of his parents had died. As an orphan, relatives took him in, and
at the age of 11, he was sent to live with relatives in New York, where
he learned English.
For years, Herman had no permanent home. He lived with relatives in
Chicago and California, and he finally settled with an aunt in East
Harlem, New York. While living in East Harlem, Herman became an
outstanding student at Haaren High School. "I got the highest marks
at Haaren, I graduated magna cum laude from City College, and in
law school [Brooklyn Law School], I was first in my class," he proudly
recalled in a 2001 New York Daily News profile.

Hola soy Crespo Rodriguez
I now live in Farmer’s Branch, Texas with my new family, Joe
and Lolín Sotomayor, from Santurce, and my 5 new brothers. I
go to the school bus stop with them in the morning and then go
home to look after my mom Lolín. After school I run to meet the
bus and greet my brothers. I am a rescue dog from Puerto Rico
and I love my new life!

I have other friends in PR that also need to find a home.
http://www.saveasato.org

Nobody had given Herman anything. He worked his way through
school as a dishwasher, as a bowling alley pinsetter, stocked food in
an automat and he did bookkeeping work.
After graduating from law school, Herman also became a CPA and
practiced civil rights law, until going into politics.
Herman left us with a legacy of job creation, and educational and
housing reforms.
He is also a great example to those in poverty as to what they can
accomplish if they are determined to do so.
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The Second Voyage (1493)

Setting sail from Cádiz on September 25, 1493, the second voyage
was on a much larger scale; 17 ships and about 1200 colonists
accompanied Columbus. Its mission was to return to La Navidad in
Hispañola to relieve the men left behind from the first voyage, settle
more colonists on the islands, and conquer other islands to be
discovered. This time Columbus carried a mission to bring
Christianity to the Indians.
The fleet left Cádiz and, as before, stopped at the Canaries to make
repairs and to store more meat, wood and water. After leaving the
Canary island of Hierro, the fleet took a more southerly route than
before, and 21 days later, on the 2nd of November, land was sighted.
This new group of smaller islands (known as the Lesser Antilles)
were south and east of the large islands of Cuba and Hispaniola (part
of the Greater Antilles). After spending two weeks discovering and
naming other beautiful islands, seeing incredible lush tropics, rare
sights, and indescribable flora and fauna, the fleet came upon the
island of Guadalupe. Soon thereafter, on November 19 th 1593,
Columbus discovered the beautiful island the natives called Borikén.
* Printed with permission.

Ponce Cocktail
Ingredients
8 oz Puerto Rican Gold Rum
5 oz Pineapple Juice
5 oz Orange Juice
¾ oz Grenadine
Juice of 2 lemons
6 Dashes of Angostura Bitters
Preparation
Mix in pitcher with crushed ice, shake vigorously until a
frothing head appears. Strain into cocktail glasses. Garnish
with a slice of orange and a cherry.
Serves 6.
Serve in cocktail glass on the rocks; with a slice of Orange,
Cherry and pineapple.
Good for parties, prepare ahead in large pitcher and
refrigerate until needed.

Mata de plátano
The banana tree does not have a solid trunk. It can reach 16 feet in
height and are pretty much wind resistant (not resistant to hurricanes).
It is green leafed with red midrib. Undersides of leaves have pinkish,
waxy coating. If you look at the photo you can see a racimo where the
branches begin. After fruiting, cut the banana plant down to the
ground. The mother plant will no longer be able to produce fruit, so
by cutting it down, you're essentially allowing the roots to regenerate
and produce a new plant. It grows fine in Florida.

* Diego Matos Dupree, born in Bayamón, is a tavernero for a
popular cruise line and lives on board most of the year. He
gets to travel the world for free.
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Our PRIMOS section journeys through Latin America celebrating our cousins.
This section was added in 1998 in order to become more inclusive and at the request of several public schools using our publication in the classroom.

Mote con Huesillo roughly translates to peaches with wheat. When you think
of that combination, you might be tempted to turn away. However, this isn’t a pile of
chewy ingredients. This is a drink made from husked wheat (mote), and dried peaches
(huesillo) soaked in sugar water to make a sweet and flavorful combination. In essence,
it is a drink you can eat but it doesn’t melt like a milkshake.

Elena Cintrón Colón
Primos Editor
* Elena, born and raised in Puerto
Rico to Brazilian and Peruvian
parents, lives in Buenos Aires most of
the year. She works for a large South
American firm and travels throughout
Latin America. She comes home to
San Juan.

Wash and soak the dried peaches (huesillos) overnight to rehydrate. Cook the
rehydrated huesillos in sugar water with some cinnamon for 30 minutes. Cook the
husked wheat (mote) until tender, then drain. Add the cooked mote to the
sweet huesillo liquid and then put it in the refrigerator. This drink is served chilled and
with a spoon and straw.
If ever there was a drink that symbolized Chilean summers it would be mote con
huesillo.
You’ll find Mote con huesillo for sale from various street vendors that you’ll see as you
travel around. If you are staying with friends or family, ask if they have a good family
recipe they can share or a favorite place to buy the drink.
Mote con huesillo is so ingrained in Chilean culture and life that you’ll find ready-made
variants for sale at the supermarket.

Bosque de Araucanía
La Araucanía, Chile
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Jaime in the Kitchen
A Food Blog
Cocina Criolla – Cooking Hints
By: Anna María Vélez de Blas
Just about anyone you talk to in November will tell you how to cook the best
turkey for Thanksgiving. Everyone has a ‘secret,’ their special traditions
and methods. To me the best turkey is one that is very moist and flavorful
and has a golden brown skin color.
My turkey is a Puerto Rican turkey, or pavochón. It has our distinct criollo
flavor. Did you know the turkey is native to the Americas and the West
Indies? Yes, the wild turkey is native to Puerto Rico and Taínos cooked it
and used hot peppers to give it flavor.
So how do I prepare my holiday turkey? With lots of love and my very own
traditions that developed after I read EL BORICUA recipes. EL BORICUA
was my inspiration. I am so honored to be allowed to be a part of this
publication and this effort!

Tapas – Bolitas de Queso Criollo
I never like to go empty handed to parties and the fact that I am a
single guy and know how to cook intrigues the ladies, so I try to
always arrive with something delicious. I look for simple recipes and
then make them once or twice to make sure I have it straight before
I take the dish to a party. These bolitas looked simple to make, so I
tried them. They are easy and delicious. I usually get the bolitas
done, refrigerate them and fry them just before I leave for the
party. I wrap them up so they stay nice and warm.

I season my turkey inside and out with Adobo (sabor criollo) and a bit of
Cayenne Pepper (in honor of the Taínos).
In the cavity of the bird I put a large peeled onion sliced in half and a large
head of garlic, peeled as much as possible and cut in half. Your home will
smell like a fine restaurant, your neighbors will knock on your door.
Then I roast ‘el pavo’ breast down. With the breast side down all the juices
that are in the turkey drain down into the breast making it moist, tender and
juicy. No need to baste the turkey with the breast down.
I tent it with foil until the last 30 minutes or so, then remove the foil and flip
it over so that it can brown evenly. I keep a sharp eye just in case I need to
interfere and cover the wings and legs with foil so they don’t get too brown.

*Anna, born in Bayamóm and raised in Aibonito, is a Recipe Tester for EL
BORICUA, a staff writer, and is also a professional Chef. She lives in California with
her husband, Joe and their three children.

You'll need the following: 1 cup grated mozzarella, 1 cup grated
parmesan, an egg, 1 cup flour, 1 cup milk, 1 tsp garlic powder, 1 tbs
Sazonador Total by Goya, cracker crumbs and oil.
To get started, combine the mozzarella and parmesan with the
flour, garlic and Sazonador first. Mix this well with your fingers until
everything looks reasonably mixed in together.
Then beat the egg and add the milk slowly while mixing together
until it incorporates.
Now mix the milk with the cheese and flour mixture and keep
kneading until it is well mixed together. Once you have the proper
consistency, form little balls out of your cheese mixture. Coat them
in Italian Cracker crumbs before you stick them in the oil.
Now it’s time to fry! Spoon out your fried cheese balls and drain on
a paper towel.
Serve them with Salsa Rosa.
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Nuestra Cocina Criolla

Tapas
Rollitos de Picadillo
Budín de Pan
Traditional Puerto Rican Bread Pudding is made using
days old French bread. It is simple and delicious recipe.
1 can evaporated milk
3 eggs
6 slices stale sandwich loaf/ sliced bread
1 cup brown sugar
1 tbs vanilla extract
1 tsp cinnamon
1/4 tsp nutmeg
raisins
a pinch of salt
In a big bowl, whisk eggs and sugar. Add milk, vanilla,
spices and salt.
Crumble the bread with your fingers and add to the mix.
Whisk until well incorporated. Must be somewhat thicker
with little lumps. Let it set for 5 to 10 minutes.
Fold raisins into the batter. Transfer to a pre-greased
baking pan.

Pizza Crust roll
½ lb ground beef
1 tbs sofrito
salt and pepper to taste
Olives and capers (about 1 tsp)
Shredded cheese
Cook the ground beef with sofrito, salt and pepper to taste, then add
chopped olives and capers, drain and set aside.
Unroll pizza crust and stretch it out into a rectangle.
Spread the picadillo over the dough, cover with cheese and carefully roll
up.
With a sharp serrated knife, cut the roll into inch-thick slices. One log
should yield roughly 18 pieces.
Arrange the rolls on the baking sheet and bake for 10 to 12 minutes, or
until golden-brown.
Top with sour crème and chopped peppers and tomatoes, or simply with
more cheese.

Rum-Pecan Pie

Hints . . .

3 eggs
1 cup dark corn syrup
1 cup sugar
1/4 cup Bacardi rum
1/4 cup butter, melted
1 tsp vanilla
1 cup coarsely chopped pecans

If you don't like raisins, you could use nuts instead. Add a
layer of nuts at the bottom of the pan before the batter, for
a crunchy topping.

1 9-inch frozen deep dish pie
crust, unbaked

Bake at 350 for about 40-45 minutes or until set.
Traditionally, it is served at room temperature or cold.

Some add chopped fruit such as pineapple.
Others serve it with a caramel sauce or even butter rum
sauce.
You could use coconut milk instead of evaporated milk
and garnish with toasted coconut

Preheat oven to 350°. In a large bowl beat eggs with wire whisk.
Add corn syrup, sugar, rum, butter and vanilla. Stir in pecans. Pour
mixture into pie crust.
Bake 55 - 60 minutes, or until knife inserted near center comes out
clean. Let cool at room temperature on wire rack, and refrigerate.
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Nuestra Cocina Criolla
Traditional Puerto Rican ‘Meat’ Stuffing
(For a turkey weighing between 12 and 14 pounds)
3 tablespoons vegetable oil
1½ lbs. ground pork or beef (or a combination), liver,
heart & gizzard of bird, diced
½ cup chopped onion
1 teaspoonful capers
8 stuffed Spanish olives
1 tablespoon salt
1 can (7 oz.) roasted red peppers (chopped) with its juice

Piononos
(using left over Thanksgiving turkey)
5 ripe plantains
1 lb. minced left over turkey
½ small onion, minced
½ green or red pepper, minced
1 heaping teaspoon salad olives, chopped
4 to 5 capers, minced
2 tablespoons cilantro, minced
1 egg, beaten
2 cup tomato sauce
2 garlic cloves, minced
Salt & black pepper to taste
½ teaspoon dry oregano
1 cup of olive oil
Toothpicks

Heat oil in a large caldero and add the rest of the ingredients.
Cook on medium high until meat is cooked. Then continue
to cook over medium heat for about 15 more minutes. Cool
completely before stuffing the turkey.
Wash the turkey inside and out and dry. Sew together the
neck area. Stuff from the tail end with the cooked meat
mixture. Do not overstuff. Sew the tail end together.
Immediately put in the refrigerator until ready to cook.
Season the outside of the turkey with Adobo seasoning.
Follow roasting instructions in the wrapper

In a skillet, heat the oil and cook the onion, garlic, oregano, and
peppers. Add the turkey, olives, capers, cilantro, and tomato sauce
and simmer for about 10 minutes or so. Season with salt and pepper
to taste.
While the stuffing simmers go ahead and prepare the ripe plantains.
Peel cut each plantain lengthwise into 4 slices each. Fry each slice
until golden over medium heat – so the inside cooks. Let these cool
a bit before you try to put together the piononos.
To assemble the piononos take one plantain slice and make a circle
securing the ends with a toothpick. To make the “bottom section”
take one of the shorter slices (should be an end slice), and cut it so
that it fits inside the circle you just made – fitting about 2 inches
longer. Sit it inside the circle, centered and with your fingers
“squish” the extra length to the sides of the circle. Now you have
something that looks like a cup. Continue to make all the piononos
cups until you use up all the plantains.
Into each cup add enough of the stuffing to fill to the rim. Now beat
the egg (sprinkle with salt and pepper), and using a pastry brush,
spread some of the egg over the cup. Turn the cup immediately into
the frying pan. This will cook the egg and seal the cup. You will
need to do this individually and one at a time. When done, carefully
pull out the toothpicks and serve egg side up.

Creamy Cilantro-Garlic Dip
1 cup mayonnaise
1 1/2 tsp minced garlic
1/4 bunch cilantro, leaves and tender stems, coarsely
chopped
2 minced recao leaves (optional)
2 tbsp capers, rinsed and minced
1/4 tsp salt
1/8 tsp fresh ground black pepper
Mix all ingredients in a bowl. Chill.
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Nuestra Música

The Puerto Rican Traveling Theater

Luis Alfonso Rodríguez López-Cepero
Born April 15, 1978 in San Juan, Puerto Rico and raised
in Orlando, Florida, USA. Luis is a critically acclaimed
singer and composer of Latin pop who has sold over 2
million copies of his eight albums.

Ms. Miriam Colón a dynamo of the performing arts world is the director and
founder of the Puerto Rican Traveling Theater since its inception in 1967. A
native of Ponce Puerto Rico, the exceptional artist has held her place in the 40
year history of the company. It has been extremely successful under her strong
direction and exceptional talents.
Ms Colón is both president and artistic director. She has been responsible for
guiding 104 plays. It is written that her own movie credits include One Eyed
Jacks with Marlon Brando and Scarface with Al Pacino. However, her film
credits are innumerable. She has drawn many Latino audiences to the world of
live theater and made them proud.
In addition, the great lady is also a lecturer on Latino women in the arts forums
as well as a member of the New York State Council on the Arts and The
National Endowment for the Arts. It is listed that, in 1993 she was awarded an
Obie for her lifetime theatrical achievements. She holds 8 doctoral degrees to
her name and was honored with a Lifetime Achievement Award by the
National Association of Latino Arts & Culture in 2004.
It does appear that the pioneer has achieved what the Puerto Rican Traveling
Theater’s focus has been since its beginning. They have been contributing to
diversity, Latino contribution and theatrical exceptionality to date.
Hats off to the company and Ms. Miriam Colón.

*Betty is a literacy teacher in Harlem and writes
children’s books. She is publishing her first, “La
Despeinada” in late spring. Betty lives with her two
children Natasha and Xavier in Brooklyn, New York.

A great gift idea!
Released by the Ateneo Puertorriqueño and the
National Archives of Theater and Cinema, the movie has
the same characters as the series. The story chronicles
the loves and adventures of Azucena (la criada
malcriada - the rude servant) in the house of Don
Benjamín and Doña Perfecta.
A wonderful comedy, you'll want to pay special
attention to the names and personalities of the
characters! Filmed in 1965, B&W, DVD, Spanish only. 1h
40min.
Available online

